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Editor’s Notes

Dennis D. Logan

Well, I’m late again. As promised. My bank gives me until the 15th to
get my mortgage payment in before they consider it late so I’m going with that
policy. The bank is still waiting, too, if that is any comfort.
There really isn’t much to report this month. We have some really cute
math themed Christmas songs from my much beloved contributor Stacy
Strickland and we must let everyone know that SNORT will be on Saturday
December 17th this month rather than Christmas Eve or New Year’s Eve.
Beyond that we will be continuing our tribute to TC Shaw.
So, the last issue for 2016 is off to the press. Way late, but hopefully in
time to have the SNORT attendees apprised of the date change this month.
I wish you all a happy holiday season and for you so inclined a Merry
Christmas. I have to say this hasn’t been a year I want to repeat so I’m happy
for the new year. I wish you all a Happy New Year.
If you want to submit something or start something or just provide some
input for this publication please do so. I’m out of submitted material so I’m
going to have to fill in the blank pages with my own rantings which I really
don’t have much time to work on so…
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It’s Christmas-Go Figure!

Stacy Strickland

The following are some math-based songs I have seen written, witnessed
taught in math classes, or heard sung during my school days:
You Can't Divide by Zero (tune:’ Rudolf the Red Nosed Reindeer’)
Zero, that funny cipher….. has a shape that looks like 'O'
And if you want to use it, ……there are things you need to know.
Never divide by zero; …..if you do, you will be sad,
Getting a crazy answer,……. making your report look bad.
But treat zero as your friend……-use him carefully'Safe to multiply or add'-……That's the rule for zero, lad!
Zero, that screwball number……..
wants to be a comrade true,
But never divide by zero,…….. or you'll be getting zero, too!
Quadratics (tune:’ I'm dreaming of a White Christmas’)
I'm dreaming of a quadratic,
just like the one in our textbook .
Where solutions caper…. across the paper
And make me think that I am smart.
I'm dreaming of a quadratic-And to myself each night
I write 'May quadratics give you no frightAnd may all your answers be right’.
Pi Day Song (tune:’ Jingle Bells’) Refrain:
Pi day songs…. All day long. Oh, what fun it is,
To sing a jolly pi day song in a fun math class like this. (Repeat )
Verse: Circles in the snow, Around and round we go.
How far did we have to run? Diameter times pi! (Refrain )
Math Exams (tune:’ Santa Claus is Coming to Town’)
Oh, you'd better take care
completing the square; you better not try dividing by pi;
Math exams are coming to town.
We're making a list, don't shake in your boots, Just watch out for extraneous
roots!
Math exams are coming to town.
You know you'll have quadratics…. and exponentials too.
You rationalize the denominators…… like the root of two.
So you'd better be bright and calculate right
You'd better check roots for the one that suits; Math exams are coming to town.
Geometry (tune: ‘O Christmas tree’)
O G'ometry, geometry, I am fearful about thee Geometry,
my bugaboo, a subject I will ne'er let through.
You keep my brain in dizzy whirls
You're tough for boys and tough for girls;
Oh G'ometry, geometry, what Satan's imp invented thee?
4
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Oh, number Pi (tune:’ Oh, Christmas Tree)
Oh, number Pi, Oh, number Pi
Your digits are unending,
Oh, number Pi Oh, number Pi….. No pattern are you sending.
You're three point one four one five nine,
And even more…… if we had time,
Oh, number Pi Oh, number Pi…. For circle lengths unbending..
Oh, number Pi Oh, number Pi
You are a number very sweet, ….Oh, number Pi Oh,
number Pi…. Your uses are so very neat.
There's 2- Pi- r and Pi- r- squared, A half a circle and you're there,
Oh, number Pi ….Oh, number Pi,
We know that Pi's a tasty treat.

Illinois

TC Shaw

Recently I passed through Illinois and was simply amazed. I had hear d
for a good part of my life that Illinois was just about the blandest state one could
possibly imagine and to avoid it if at all possible.
Well! Let me say, HOGWASH, PSHAW, PTOOEY and PNEUMONIA!
Illinois has history and sights to see that will almost boggle some peoples minds,
maybe.
For starters, almost everyone knows about Abe Lincoln and Steven Douglas,
the guys who might have been illegitimate brothers, and who argued about who
got the right to leave and go to Washington D.C. Well, as you history buffs
know, Lincoln won, went to D.C. and never returned, but Douglas stayed even
though he might have won the right to leave by winning an argument over someone else. And that’s not all the history. How about Al Capone and Frank Nitti?
And sights? How many people are privileged to see mounds of dead people?
Illinois has dead people mounds galore!
Now, you can’t exactly see dead people by just driving by but with a little
imagination you can visualize bones sticking out of mounds which are approximately 15 feet high and very noticeable if you happen to be looking in the right
direction when you drive by. People many years ago (some who might have
been Abe’s and Steve’s illegitimate ancestors) piled up their dead and are now
lauded for their space-saving efforts, unlike Hitler who is still severely criticized
for doing approximately the same thing. And, the state of Illinois should be
praised for their efforts in replicating Abe’s and Steve’s possible illegitimate
ancestor’s edifices by building a new and much bigger pile of dead people,
which by the way, has created a new and thriving industry.
It is actually called a garbage dump, which looks very much like the Grand
Canyon in reverse without a river flowing over it, but as most people know, a
dump can be a bonanza for those who know what to look for. Those who found
bones in the ancient dumps were soon prohibited from mining bones
because the sites were protected by the Feds so, Chicago decided to start their
own people dump site.
The future of Chicago and the whole state of Illinois lies just Southwest of
Chicago and has become a major source of income and sustenance for a fortunate few. Though illegal to most of the population, recycling by mining city
dumps is however not illegal for those who have a right to be at the dump in the
Space Coast Area Mensa
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Illinois (Continued) TC Shaw

first place like city workers who can enhance their incomes substantially by mining for various throw-a-ways like, not-so-fresh french-fries, Tater Tots and various bent bicycles. Making a major strike of fries or tots is exactly like mining for
gold and hitting the mother lode, almost, except that not-so-fresh french-fries
and Tater Tots do not glitter as much as gold, they can be eaten on the spot and
one doesn’t need an assayer to tell you the quality of the strike.
It is these very miners who very often stumble upon the remains of poor
departed souls. Most remains are deemed victims of clan violence since they are
primarily from the same ‘Doe’ family. (And, in the dump of the state’s capitol
city, Springfield, they have uncovered members of the ‘Doh’ family; possible
victims of the notorious Simpson clan.)
All in all, I say there are many things to see which might keep you awake.
Other folks say we should just do away with the state entirely but then, how
would one travel from Indiana to Iowa? And, what about the many bridges spanning the mighty Mississippi? Without Illinois to hold up their end, the bridges
would almost certainly collapse. And, with few escape routes, most would be
doomed to live in South Chicago and have to take up knife fighting for a living.
They can’t all be as lucky as young Ronnie who swam the Mississippi, (that was
before bridges were invented) thumbed his way to Hollywood and became a
well-known monkey-sitter.
There is, however, a method to smuggle those people out who dare to take
the risk. It’s called the underground railroad which ironically starts above
ground in Chicago.
Therefore, I say ‘NO’! And to all the ‘Down with Illinois’ advocates, just
try a little harder while driving through the state to imagine what could be. It is
truly a great state for that.

Hairy

TC Shaw

What am I doing at an Amish funeral? Besides giving one of her own
back to MotherEarth, we are eating.
I drove a few neighbors back to their old stomping grounds to pay their last
respects to a family member. Now, after a few prayers to send the departed on
his way and another one to bless the food, we are now down to the primary reason for any Amish gathering; eating.
I am elbow to elbow with, what looks like, a million beards and bonnets.
Some are seated and some are standing and all are eating and talking. The air is
thick enough inside to be seen, even through the dim kerosene lighting. The air
outside is frigid, and as some of you might know, the Amish do not waste, especially heat. The air hangs, and smells, like a ten-day dead polecat and worse if
one happens to get in someone’s exhaust. Yes! Listerine is considered very
wasteful. I am gasping for air, especially clean air. I head for the door.
This particular group does not allow their women to shave or remove hair
from any part of the body and I am staring at one whose masculine beard and
mustache are enough to create envy in any man and make an octo or nonagenarian Amish lady’s heart flutter. Since everyone seemed to be busy, I figured that I
could stare inconspicuously.
Now what……? I stopped in my tracks and refocused my eyes. I felt a chill
as my adrenalin level rose.
6
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Yes! There it was, staring back at me. Not the woman, the beard. I could
definitely see two beady eyes staring right at me. As I slipped through the crowd
to get another perspective the eyes followed me. I was getting nervous. By the
eye size and spacing I figured it could be a prairie dog. I looked around for an
escape route and set my feet. I was thinking that she might have a whole colony
hiding in there and I didn’t want to be mangled by a vicious pack of Amish
trained attack prairie dogs but I definitely wanted to be a witness if one decided
to jump out and attack someone else. I wasn’t sure whether prairie dogs were
truly vicious but just one aggressive prairie dog could’ve caused pandemonium
with chicken legs, noodles and peanut butter pie flying in every direction as brogans worn by beards and bonnets stampeded for the single opening.
As I moved in a little closer I could see movement in the beard. She had
begun chatting with a beardless lady next to her and the eyes seemed to move in
conjunction with her chin movement. What’s this? The eyes narrowed. Was it
ready to leap? I stumbled directly into the wake of some proud Amish man who,
I was certain, didn’t need a blow torch to melt bolts nor peel paint.
Oh rats! What a dull day this turned out to be. No stampede, no prairie dogs,
it was only cookie debris. I could see now that it was only a couple of chocolate
chips that were giving me the willies.
Now, as my heartbeat slowed to near normal, I was getting ticked off. I
could also see, what looked like, chicken coating. What right did she have letting
just anything nestle in her beard and shocking the beegeebees out of unsuspecting folks? It could have been an animal that decided to take up residence. It
could have been an actual prairie dog. The air was getting thicker by the minute
and I was feeling that I was not closely related enough to be breathing the same
air that the six trillion Amish folks in the room had used only micro-seconds
earlier. I was wondering whether I should politely tell her that she had enough
food in her beard to feed another gazillion or so or brush by her and try to dislodge a cookie or two. I decided against that since I could feel myself wobble
and knew I wouldn’t last much longer and besides, I didn’t want to deprive her
of a between meals snack.
She looked so biblical in her Sunday best and the whole scene (others with
their beards, the praying, the eating) made me think of the Last Supper or maybe
one of Guiness’ food eating contests. She was very old and I imagined her as
Methusalah singing the Beatles “Will you still need me, will you still feed me
when I’m 470.” Or Sinatra’s “When I was 724--It was a very good year…”
I knew that if she didn’t glean her beard before she went outside then she
was likely to have a flock of hungry pigeons zeroing in on the prairie dog eyes. I
envisioned a scene from Hitchcock’s “The Birds”. I wondered if the birds would
start making beak movements like Mr. Ed when they ate the peanut-butter pie
debris.
Okay, so why doesn’t she just get rid of the beard. If she can’t shave, it
seems she could at least use a depilatory or scissors or scrape it on a slab of concrete or eat a sack of estrogen pills. I thought about her raging testosterone and
how it must have really gone on a rampage to produce the effects I was seeing.
And this bearded life of hers as a faux Hemingway in drag is to assure her of a
speedy assent to heaven when her time comes? Will Saint Pete have a hot towel
and a barber waiting when he beams her up or will she keep her masculine appearance when she trades her bonnet and brogans for a white robe?
That could create an identity crisis.
Space Coast Area Mensa
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Sat

2nd - Friday 5:30 PM

FIRST FRIDAY AT HOOTERS SIG

We had a wonderful time. Sorry you missed it. January is our birthday celebration so plan ahead.
6th - Tuesday 6:00 PM

EXCOMM MEETING

This is our monthly business meeting. See minutes for location.

17th - Saturday

5:45 PM

S.N.O.R.T.

Notice the altered date! Due to the holidays Saturday Night of the Round
Table (SNORT) will be held a week earlier than usual, December 17th. Join us
for some Japanese cuisine at The SCAM’s longest running event at our new
venue, Hioki’s, 3200 NE Dixie Hwy. (US 1) in Palm Bay. It is about 2 miles
south of US 192. Contact: George Patterson, 474-4075 for details.
Calendar Updates
ATTENTION SCAM MEMBERS!
Every effort is made to bring to you an accurate up-to-date Calendar of Events.
However, last minute changes can and do occur past newsletter deadline. For up
-to-date info, visit spacecoast.us.mensa.org and click on “Calendar”.

Our Regular Events:



C.A.B.A.G.E.: Food Court at the Merritt Square Mall. Every Monday at 6pm. Host: Karen Freiberg, 633-1636.
GO!: Books-A-Million, The Avenue, Viera. Every Saturday at 1pm.
Hosted by the Space Coast Area GO Association. Contact George
Lebovitz for more info: the.rokkitsci@rocketmail.com.

The “Fine Print” for Calendar Events:

Membership in American Mensa, Ltd. makes you eligible to attend SCAM social
functions. Escorted and invited guests of a member or host are welcome. Adult
family members of Mensans are encouraged to participate in SCAM activities, as are
well behaved children. However, attendance at any social function in a private home
is subject to the hospitality of the host. Compliance with published house rules is
required, and “Kitty” payment is not optional. As a courtesy, notify the host if you
plan to attend. Announced hosts should attend their events or arrange for a stand -in
if unable. When reservations are required, you may not be able to participate if you
fail to call.
S-Smoking; NS- No Smoking; SS-Separate Smoking Area; P-Pets in the home;
NP-No Pets present; BYO_-Bring Your Own: _Snacks, _Drinks, _Everything.
Space Coast Area Mensa 9

Hairy (Continued)

TC Shaw

“Yo! Moses! How about a trick or did you give up magic in your old age?
One of the men I had taken to the funeral was heading for the door with two old
folks tottering at his side. Maybe they needed a breath of fresh air also. All three
had beards and one had a mustache. There was no question as to which gender
owned the mustache. Amish men cannot wear mustaches. Her beard was ratty
and grew in tufts, not at all like the one with the prairie dog eyes. It looked as
though someone had sucked clumps of it off with the end of a vacuum hose. It
flashed through my mind that this couple had produced at least a couple of sons
and therefore there had to have been copulation. Lovemaking, beard to beard,
seemed to have a few drawbacks. I thought about what happens when you rub
your forearm round and round with the palm of your hand producing knots that
are almost impossible to get out. Then it was clear. Sure! That’s the reason for
the tufts. A couple of men with bolt cutters had separated them a few times and
thereby left testimony of their most intimate moments. I might be able to count
the number of children they had produced by the number of gaps in her beard. It
struck me that something was dreadfully wrong with this picture. Beard to beard
lovemaking? No! I couldn’t buy that. Stuff him with food until he passes out and
then seduce him. That might work. Somnosex! Yep!
I had just made my way to the door and fresh air, “Fresh air…..Times
Square………Grrrrreeen Acres is the place…..”
“TC,” I was shocked from my reverie.
“I’d like you to meet my parents.”
“Oh! Hairo! Uh, I mean Hello! I’m so glad to meet you. I’m a neighbor and
very good friend of your son and his family. You have my sincere condolences
for the loss of your brother.”

China

TC Shaw

I started dieting last summer and r eached my weight goal. I am sever al
pounds lighter but I am still far from having an Ethiopian appearance. I decided
to keep just enough fat to warm me through the cold winter months.
A change in mental attitude was what helped me, more than anything, to
lose the weight and the credit should go to China, Ethiopia and Sally Struthers.
As a youngster I was always taught to finish every scrap on my plate because
there were people in China who were starving. I did that and now I feel the comfort for almost single-handedly putting China back on her feet, even though they
have yet to acknowledge the fact.
I am proud that I have saved a country of several hundred million people,
but now, I think it’s time for someone else to step up to the plate or at least to sit
down to it.
Even though my eating an over abundance of food saved China, the rules
seem to have changed since then.
I don’t remember hearing that a person should finish their meals because
there are bloated bellies and eyes full of flies in Ethiopia. I think a new tactic is
needed there.
I’m not exactly sure how the formula for China worked but now, I see
enough people not only cleaning their plates but going back for seconds and
thirds as well. I salute them. They are doing their darnedest to save the world
10
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but, if the formula was still working, there shouldn’t be a bloated belly on the
planet.
Sally must be using the China formula for Ethiopia too, ‘bless her little
'salivating soul'. But, just because I saved a major portion of the world’s population by over-eating doesn’t mean she can do the same for Ethiopia. She needs
a different formula.
The teary-eyed begging doesn’t seem to be working because of that “I
(heart) buffets” look of hers. I think a person in the early stages of decomposition and too weak to swat flies would make a better spokesperson but that’s only
my opinion.
However, begging may not be necessary after all and overeating for the
sake of saving a country might become a thing of the past as well. Maybe, just
maybe, Ethiopians can save themselves.
There are archeologists out there every day digging up bones and, as we
know, bones can be very nutritional but, just think how much a person could
earn selling bones to those very same archeologists who would have to compete
with tourists who will buy anything at any price.
It could become a national industry. Instead of running over 'moor and
mountain', Marathon style, trying to sell Chinese made tee shirts with “I love
(grandma) Lucy” emblems to visiting scientists and collectors, they could be
selling their own selection of bones. Uncle Fred's and cousin Wanda's bones
could be excavated and sold as direct descendents. (Birth certificates and proof
of lineage-- extra.)
There is a pitfall naturally and that is trying to convince a starving person not to
eat up the mouth-watering morsels of trade.
Now, if I can only convince a few hungry entrepreneurs of the long-range
advantages of selling bones instead of eating them, I just might save my second
country without putting on a pound.

December Birthday Greetings
Theresa A. Valek

12/2/2016

Gabe G. Green

12/6/2016

Roberta A Brock

12/9/2016

Jim Lee Fitzgerald

12/11/2016

Christopher Franklin Glass

12/16/2016

David Donald Reed

12/25/2016
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George

TC Shaw

Somebody mentioned to me that they didn’t know that Georgia was
named for King George. Well, in my haste I made the very first mistake of my
life by saying that it was.
However, it was not named for the King, it was instead named for a feller
named ‘Gorgeous George’ who had long yeller hair and liked to wrassel. He was
either the father or grand-father of a rock star called ‘Boy George’ who liked to
dress like a chameleon and throw goobers at people who called him fag.
It was a singer named Ray Charles who changed the state’s original name from
George to Georgia because he couldn’t see the lyrics to the song ‘George on my
mind’. And an unknown person who sang with the famous group called ‘the
Pips’ changed the words of ‘A Rainy Night in George’ to the present rendition
because she was simple clearing her throat: ‘George uh’.
There are those who think, incorrectly, that it was the namesake of
‘George (Gabby) Hayes’ but he left the area after being hit by a flying peanut
(dag nab it) to follow his dreams of becoming a mess cook. Gabby made his
way to Texas and, yes, you guessed it. He met a beautiful gal standing beside a
bush on the cattle trail and married her. He called her his ‘Bush Baby’
Yep! He then became the father to G. Herbert Bush Baby Hayes and grand
to G.Dub.
I know. You were thinking that George of the Jungle had to fit in that family
somewhere but, just think. George of the Jungle is only fiction.
The many Georges of the Foreman clan originally tried to lay claim but gave
up after learning that General Sherman’s attempt to eradicate a brain degenerating disease, by burning, was a total failure.
It is a bit disconcerting just thinking about leaving the normalcy of Gladwin
and having to travel through George again after learning of the high probably of
contracting the very infectious ‘gooberitis’, which comes in ‘Plain and Crunchy’.

Eye of The Beholder

TC Shaw

“TC, Come tell me what you think about my cr eation.”
“Your painting is complete? But Babe, I know nothing about art. You know
that.”
“Well, just give me your honest opinion. After all, it is my very first.”
“Okay! Well, uhh,--- ahhh---ohhh! It’s---ahhh---is it modern or abstract?”
“Silly! It’s landscape. Soooo---what do you think?”
“Ohhh---then that is the Goodyear Blimp? And---and---Babe, I can’t quite
make out what this thing is. Give me a hint.”
“You’re just being silly. You know very well that that is a cloud and this is a
grove of trees.”
“Okay, Okay! Then what is this dark thing at the edge?”
“That is where a tree lives in the foreground. That’s why it’s darker and
larger than the rest. Don’t you know anything about perspective? Bob Ross
taught me all about perspective and contrast.”
“Yes, I’ll bet he did. But Honey, why is the base of the big tree behind the
clump of small trees? Could you have made a little mistake?”
“Bob says that there are no such things as mistakes, only happy accidents.”
“Then you must be truly ecstatic dear. And Sweetie, when did you buy all this
12
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equipment and supplies? I have ahhh---I mean you must have a small fortune
invested.”
“Is that what it’s all about? Money? You’re criticizing my painting when
you admit you know nothing about art simply because of a few dollars? How can
you put a price on art or beauty, huh? Can you tell me that smart guy? You’re
terrible, just terrible!”
“But, but Honey! I was only---I---I---let me step back a bit. Ahhh yes! Now
it’s coming into focus. I think I was standing a little too close to get a really
good look. I can see it all now. It truly amazes me how some very talented people can put their visions on a piece of canvas and create true beauty with
only a few measly tubes of paint. Yes! It’s simply amazing! Honey, you might
have your own TV show someday. And this is just your very first ahhh--offering. I can’t imagine what other beautiful images you have floating around in
that creative head of yours. I can’t wait for the next one.”
“Oh, thank you Honey! I don’t know why you deny it. You really do know
art.”

Will Work For Food

TC Shaw

“Oh! Look honey. That poor man needs some money. He might be an out of
work veteran who can’t support his family”.
“His sign says, ‘Will work for food’. Maybe I can help him with a little
work”.
“Sure but, you know what that means. He’s just too proud to directly ask for
money. Remember, he is probably a veteran”.
“To me it means that he is willing to work for food or maybe he is just a
veteran beggar”.
“Do you have a few dollars we can give him”?
“I have a few questions I’d like to ask him. Hold on a minute babe. Oh, excuse me sir! What kind of
work are you willing to do and how much food in dollars would that convert to
by the hour”?
“Got a few bucks you can spare”?
“Sir, what kind of work do you do”?
“Oh! A wise guy huh? Git lost buddy. Yer holdin’ up traffic”.
“Oh honey! Why didn’t you just give him some money? Can’t you see how
desperate he is? His poor children might be at home starving”.
“If he has children they’re probably driving Beemers and going to private
schools. Did you see the Gucci shoes he was wearing? I’ve heard that some of
these beggars can make over 60 grand a year and never pay a penny in taxes. Do
you realize that he might be taking home more than we are, that he might have a
Porche parked around the corner and a bankroll big enough to choke a horse?
Did you try counting the bills he stuffed in his pocket in just the last minute or so
from the cars ahead of us? That guy is raking in a fortune”.
“Oh dear! You are just so negative. Don’t you realize how bad the economy
is right now? How can he feed his children without a job? How can he have insurance of any kind? How can he--------“?
“Okay, Okay! I get the picture. I’ll drive around and give him a ten spot”.
“Don’t you have a twenty? Remember the children”.
“Yes dear!”
Space Coast Area Mensa
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The Tenth Story

Thomas G. Thomas

October was Mensa Membership Month, and Region 10 continues to track ahead of
the national average. While American Mensa shows an increase of 0.7% over last year’s
membership as of October 31, Region 10 increased 1.9% over the same period, with 70
more members than last year. Our September to October increase also exceeded the national rate by 0.2%, gaining 73 members over the course of the month. Thanks to all the
proctors who made test sessions available to our new members over the past month.
In November the second annual Local Group Leader survey was conducted, with
every local group officer on the national roster invited to provide their input on a variety
of topics. I sent reminders to all officers shortly before the survey closed and hope that
our participation increases over last year. Results will be presented at the upcoming AMC
meeting.
The agenda for the December 11 American Mensa Committee (AMC) in New Orleans has been posted to the newly revamped American Mensa website. As of this writing
(November 11), I do not know the method for accessing the agenda, given that the migration to the new Association management System (AMS) is in progress over the coming
week, but it can be accessed directly by going to http://us.mensa.org/AML/assets/File/
MeetingReports/2016-12-10/Agenda/2016-12-10Agenda.pdf .
In summary, aside from presentations on the Foundation and the results of the Local
Group Leader survey mentioned above, some of the motions to be presented include
Local Group Social Media rules including establishment of Local Group Social Media officers
Expansion of the AML Calendar to allow inclusion of Local Group activities,
Digital Media expansion, plus a suggestion for each local group to have a Programs
Officer to update the national website for their events,
Dues increase to $79 per year effective July 1, 2017,
Tie all motions to the AMC's Strategic Plan (http://www.us.mensa.org/lead/planning/
strategicplan/),
Establish Official National Calendar to be published on January 1 of each year
Details explaining these motions are in the agenda at the link mentioned above. Let me
know if you have any questions or input.
I had the pleasure of joining members of the Annual Gathering Committee (AG2017)
at the Diplomat Resort & Spa in November to discuss plans with their convention services
manager. The hotel is currently undergoing renovations which will be completed before
spring, in plenty of time for a spectacular experience at the AG. Most of the rooms overlook either the ocean or the intracoastal waterway, providing great views either way. And
the room discounts are phenomenal for a hotel of this quality, as long as you have a reservation for the Annual Gathering.
We still don’t have details regarding next year’s AMC election yet, but I’ll be posting those to social media as soon as they become available. (I’m sure most of you are
burned out on elections for the time being.)
Until next month (or until I see you online),
Thomas George Thomas
Email: RVC10@us.mensa.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thomas.g.thomas
Twitter: @FardleBear
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Minutes: November, 2016 ExComm

George Lebovitz, RecSec

The ExComm met at the home of Kar en Fr eiber g at 876 Buxmont
Ct., Rockledge, FL 32955, on Tuesday, November 1 st 2016, called to order by
LocSec Joe Janson at 6:03 pm.
Members Present: Joe Janson, Karen Freiberg, Val Valek, Aron Travis, Robert
Roth, and George Lebovitz.
Guests: None.
Officer/Committee Reports (details may be found in the footnotes):
Treasurer’s report: The Treasurer's report was unanimously approved 1.
Testing: Testing coordinator, Hank Rhodes, reported October testing via
email2.
The minutes of the October, 2016 meeting as published in the SCAM,
were approved.
Old Business
Apparently, an older version of the proposed new bylaws, which did not
contain the most recent corrections, were inadvertently submitted to National.
Wynn will make the noted corrections and they will once again be sent for approval.
New Business
Our Chapter is going broke! At the current rate of spending, we will
soon be unable to pay even the costs of printing and distributing the SCAM,
much less any additional expenses such as the cost of supporting our Gifted
Youth Program. We must either raise additional funds and/or reduce spending.
Several suggestions were put forward including: decreasing the frequency of
publishing the SCAM, encouraging more members to receive the SCAM only
electronically, requesting that members who wish to continue receiving the
SCAM provide postage either in the form of stamps or donating money to subsidize postage costs, outright donation requests (to include adding a “Donate” button to the SCAM web site, which would then connect with PayPal), and ideas
for increasing membership. Joe will highlight this problem in his next column
for the SCAM, soliciting ideas from members.
Joe once again raised the issue of receiving member update information
from National; however, it arrives as hard copy and obtaining information from
it would involve manually entering the data it contains. George volunteered to
contact National to determine whether that information could be made available
electronically to more readily obtain needed contact information.
The next meeting was set for Tuesday, December 6th 2016 at 6:00 pm in
the home of Karen Freiberg at 876 Buxmont Ct., Rockledge, FL 32955.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:40 pm.
1

General Account: $2,596.70; Reserve Account: $859.57; with outstanding payments due to George Patterson for postage1.
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